Visualization Tools

Sol Login Node

**Known Issue:** On the Sol login node, these tools work only when connecting from a Linux box. Users have reported different error messages when logging in from a Mac and we haven't found a resolution. If you need to use these visualization tools, please login from a linux machine.

- GaussView
- GNUPlot
- GraphViz
- Paraview
- POV-RAY
- PWGui
- PyMol
- VESTA
- VMD
- XCRYSDEN

Open OnDemand

The following tools are available as an Interactive App on the Open OnDemand HPC Portal.

- ASE
- Avogadro 2
- Blender
- Gabedit
- GaussView
- OVITO
- Paraview
- PWGui
- PyMol
- VESTA
- VMD
- XCRYSDEN